
 

                  

 
TUESDAY 2/8/22 - WAX NOTES:  
Looking forward to the upcoming Ski to Sun 40k. Distance, elevation changes and forecasted weather/temps are 
combined to insure the fastest skis. 
 
General Observations: Start 8:15 to 8:55 from Mazama Corral Trailhead – Saturday 2/12 - Classic or Skate 
A COLDER First Layer is always critical for durability and performance over the 40K.  
#1 Tip: Swix MARATHON Black (powder or solid) is VERY hard, durable, and extremely hydrophobic. Marathon also 
bonds well with any topcoat in the Swix line and is made for longer races exactly like this. Swix Blue ‘6’ waxes also work. 
 
Temperatures (average from start to finish) predicted at 29 Degrees. Humidity and/or excessive moisture will not be a 
major factor. The valley holds the colder overnight temps and the elevation gain to Sun Mountain Lodge generally does 
the same. SLIGHTLY colder wax than air temp in the shade over the +1932 Gain and -1040 Descent Course is always 
best. Better Swix waxes have a MUCH larger performance zone and last longer than other products.      
 A Standard/Medium Structure is also important - nothing extreme needed. 
 
RACE LAYER: Swix/Violet “7” 18* to 28* – Older Snow and Low Humidity will slightly favor the Black Base Waxes 
Tip #2: The HIGHER the Performance Level the better – these perform well outside the temps listed.  
Liquid Topcoat: TS-7 or HS-7 ensures early glide on the flats early and adds to durability. Apply the night before if 
possible and brush or Roto-wool when dry. 
 
Performance = Base/First Layer: Swix PS6 (or CH6) Blue – Race Layer: HS7. Be sure to aggressively brush the first/cold 
layer with a nylon to expose the structure.  
 
HIGH Speed: Base Layer of Swix HS-6 Ironed then brushed lightly with a bronze brush or aggressively with a nylon brush. 
Top/race layer of TS-7 Black, iron, cool, scrape, brush with white nylon. Cover with HS-7 Liquid. 
 
TOP Speed: Base Layer of Swix Marathon Black (white will work too) = Ultimate durability and wax bonding. Iron, cool 
at room temp for 30 minutes then scrape and brush with a soft bronze brush. Swix TS7 Solid Black (ironed) scrape and 
brush out. Cover with TS7 or HS7 Liquid. This is the ideal range for the Swix Violet/& Waxes to perform in. 
 

Overall, the snow will be STABLE, fast, and fun so keep the waxing simple and keep an eye on conditions – temps can/do 
change. Please Shop Local - the stores in the area know the conditions and course the best.  
 

CLASSIC WAXABLE: Keep it simple 2 thin layers of K21S – SILVER Swix Universal Klister is an excellent choice for this 
course. Flexible/wide sweet spot for ideal grip and glide. Kick is unique to the athlete and ski flex so please test. 
 

Wax Policy: Participants are welcome to use the waxes of their choice as there are no restrictions. 
All Current Swix Products Recommended are Fluoro Free – Non-Toxic – Biodegradable  

and EPA Approved for legal sale in the USA.  
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